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1.

S&T EXCELLENCE

1.1.

Challenge

1.1.1. Description of the Challenge (Main Aim)
There is an increasing demand for structured information for use as background knowledge in the
analysis of biological data and systems. It is a misconception to believe that this demand is already
fully taken care of by the various efforts to produce structured and standardised knowledge bases.
The knowledge management field remains fragmented, and adequate communication structures are
lacking to integrate and align the various efforts in order to reach one overarching objective:
producing an integrated Knowledge Commons that constitutes a pillar for computational biology.
Many of the current efforts target relatively narrow themes or are developed in relative isolation,
therefore this Action is designed to establish a ‘superstructure’, or ‘Ensemble’ of existing consortia,
knowledge production and management efforts. The resulting Knowledge Commons Ensemble will
establish efficient communication not only among leaders in the field, but also include small players,
and reinforce the efficiency, complementarity and compatibility of global efforts to take care of the
results of scientific investigation.
The breadth of knowledge production in the Life Sciences is huge, and impossible to cover and
manage in one Consortium Ensemble. The specific challenge that is met in this COST Action is
therefore sought in the subdomain of Gene Regulation research, a crucial component for omics data
analysis and the computational modelling of cell fate decisions. A comprehensive partnership of
groups devoted to analysis and curation of knowledge about gene regulation processes provides
critical mass to this Action to cover (i) development of ontologies and controlled vocabularies; (ii)
development of curation guidelines and methods for gene regulators (proteins like transcription
factors, RNAs like ncRNAs), nucleotide sequence recognition (e.g. transcription factor binding sites),
genome conformation (e.g. methylation status, histone modifications) and interactions of regulatory
components in complexes; (iii) text mining to facilitate the identification of literature evidence that
can be used to annotate the various regulatory actors of (ii); and (iv) the storing and sharing of
annotations.
It is generally believed that the amount of biology that can be explained without the use of models is
shrinking [1]. The assembly of computer models accurately depicting biological systems needs
computational access to all knowledge about biological system components and how they interact.
Indeed, a well functioning Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons must enable not only the
processing, analysis and storing of massively produced high throughput data, but also the
computational integration and simulation of networks and pathway models that can be constructed
with the knowledge about components and interactions resulting from these studies. A specific action
is therefore crucial to strengthen knowledge management efforts for gene regulation information and
to develop ‘Knowledge Commons’ functionalities as a foundation for the future scientific process.
The GREEKC partnership is designed to tackle the main S&T challenge of this COST Action: The
development of one standardised “Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons” for the Life
Sciences. The Knowledge Commons is defined as a collection of freely accessible information
resources, with documented data quality criteria and provenance, and with data representation
standards that allow seamless integration and interoperability as well as automated computational
access with third party tools and algorithms. The focus is on the subdomain of gene regulation, which
is studied with many omics technologies that generate genome-wide data. These data can only be
effectively analysed through support by comprehensive knowledge bases describing the various
parts and interactions underlying these complex molecular mechanisms. Gene regulation represents
many of the challenges related to standardisation and interoperability of knowledge concerning
complex molecular mechanisms. It is therefore expected that the Action’s progress will serve as an
exemplar for the management of life science knowledge in general.

1.1.2. Relevance and timeliness
Even though data curation is well established in various domains of the Life Sciences, many
challenges remain to turn these activities into coordinated and integrated efforts in knowledge
management. Current efforts are not optimal because the strategy, format choices and provenance
assurance are only partially compliant with mainstream standards, if those would have been agreed
upon. Curation efforts may lack specific quality criteria or guidelines because there is no coordinated
effort to establish such guidelines and criteria, or if they do exist, one may have failed to disseminate
these adequately. The sharing of new scientific knowledge should not be considered to be completed
with the publication of new results in the scientific literature. The contents of a paper and/or
supplementary information files often represents a valuable asset that needs to be properly archived
and described in a variety of databases in order to allow the scientific community to easily reap their
full benefits. Ideally all the information that results from scientific investigations should be read and
interpreted by human experts, described and then archived using generally accepted descriptions
and identifiers. By extracting and storing the knowledge from various sources (scientific publications,
supplementary materials, websites, other) in one Knowledge Commons the Action can leverage the
tremendous potential value of the scientific literature and other reports on discoveries made in the
domain of biology.
The time to act on this is now, as the need for the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons increases
much more rapidly than what current curation efforts can keep up with. Insufficient investments in
what essentially is the foundation of the future scientific process will destine this process to be less
efficient, wasteful and too dependent on traditional epistemological processes.
Research in the Life Sciences becomes increasingly dependent on computers. In the last decade
large-scale computing resources and advanced data handling and integration approaches have
become widely available and affordable. Today, up front construction of the e-Infrastructure
Commons (http://e-irg.eu; see also e-Infrastructure Reflection Group’s white paper available at this
web-page) is considered imperative for the successful research and innovation to be delivered by
the first class research infrastructures that are now being put in place in Europe such as e.g. ESFRI
(https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index_en.cfm). Importantly, with the establishment of
the ESFRI infrastructure ELIXIR, the foundation for the Life Sciences information commons has been
laid which poses an excellent opportunity to develop the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons as
part of the overall information commons in the domain of health, food and biotechnology sciences.

1.2.

Specific Objectives

1.2.1. Research Coordination Objectives
The Action’s main objective is to gather a critical mass of researchers currently active in taking care
of knowledge from different subdomains of gene regulation and coordinate them as a virtual team.
Thus it will facilitate to define and investigate important challenges in constructing a well functioning
Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons for the Life Sciences in the sectors of health, food and
biotechnology. The Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons - its multiple subdomains, each with its
components and their relationships, and the interconnectedness between these subdomains - lays
out the following research coordination objectives of this COST Action:
 Identify gaps and hurdles that impede the curation process of existing and new data sources
 Solicit opinions and input on curation standards and problems from the entire scientific
community
 Promote the use of proper annotation standards and the uptake of common curation
protocols
 Promote and facilitate the production of open and easily accessible database structures
 Describe the various push and pull mechanisms that impact the construction of curated
knowledge bases: this concerns analysing the role of funding agencies; providing input to
research policies; include publishers in promoting the identification of core knowledge ‘at the
2



source’: by the authors of submitted papers; and SMEs that can play active roles in both the
production and use of knowledge resources
Augment the KC development using Responsible Research and Innovation approaches

1.2.2. Capacity-building Objectives
The capacity-building objectives of the Action are:
 Deliver the Knowledge Commons for the domain of Gene Regulation using web-services to
integrate gene regulation information from multiple disparate resources that abide common
standards. This will provide computational access to knowledge for as many key model
organisms as the partnership can comprise
 Integrating cross-disciplinary expertise to strengthen the skill base necessary for knowledge
management; achieve breakthroughs that can only be achived by a transdisciplinary
approach
 Provide computational biology with a knowledge foundation to be able to analyse, use and
model the tremendous omics data resources (e.g. ArrayExpress [2]) that have been
assembled and are as yet underused [3].
 Provide the framework for analysis of Big Data: the upcoming new paradigm for biological
analysis, which needs more than the assessment of correlations, associations, or patterns:
it must draw power from an analysis against networks, pathways and biological system
models [4].
 Involve teams from countries with less capacity in the field of the Action
 Establish a joint research agenda combining European and National policy makers for
fostering knowledge management
 Establish ‘taking care of knowledge’ as a rewarding research activity
 Spawn a next generation, integrated effort in facilitating, financing and carrying out dedicated
curation work for core domains of the Life Sciences through the consortium and its general
best practices dissemination policy

1.3.

Progress beyond the state-of-the-art and Innovation Potential

1.3.1. Description of the state-of-the-art
This Action is embedded in a global research collaborative setting, since building the Gene
Regulation Knowledge Commons servicing the entire biomedical domain for a comprehensive set
of applications is clearly an endeavour that vastly exceeds the capacity of single research teams,
universities or even countries. The scientific community is currently starting to see efforts to both
create new and interconnect existing knowledge base infrastructures into one comprehensive
Knowledge Commons: an extensive scientific and social structure legitimised to solve grand health
challenges of our time. In 2012 the trans-NIH initiative “Big Data to Knowledge” (BD2K) was
launched, to boost the ability to harvest the wealth of information contained in biomedical Big Data
so as to increase the translational impact of the increasing capacity of omics technologies. Whereas
concerted efforts to produce the knowledge from novel data are essential, much of the wealth of
knowledge amassed in the scientific literature remains to be made available in well structured and
unambiguous formats that can be efficiently computationally processed. Many of the domains of
biomedicine and molecular biosciences are in fact still in dire need of comprehensive knowledge
bases describing molecular mechanisms underlying cellular behaviour. One such area is the
regulation of gene expression. Existing gene regulation resources are severely fragmented, and
contain only a small fraction of the information described in the scientific literature. Additionally,
existing resources are often not compliant with existing data standards and have no documented
quality control procedures. For more than a decade, a large series of initiatives for standardising the
description, recording and storage/exchange of both archival and added-value biological data have
been developed by expert communities concerned about the re-use and integration of the massive
amounts of information being generated. Standards for the description of a variety of omics data
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(e.g. MIAME, MIAPE, MIMIx, MIBBI), data exchange formats (e.g. PSI-MI XML, MAGE-ML, SBML)
and ontologies and controlled vocabularies (e.g. GO, SO, OBI) for the unambiguous description of
knowledge generated across analysis domains have provided major contributions to the domain of
‘knowledge management’. However, most of these initiatives have been shaped by needs arising
from specific molecule- or data types, and not by the challenge to seamlessly cover all subdomains
of a complete biological process domain, e.g. gene regulation. Because of this, communication
between these subdomains has not been pursued to its maximum, and this Action is designed to
provide the foundation for coordinating the activities of these disparate groups who actively generate
and collate data on gene regulation, thereby allowing the maturation of one common knowledge
management framework for this critical area of molecular biology.
Many efforts in building knowledge resources are currently ongoing, but they are challenged by an
exponentially increasing number of publications and other reports containing information about
biology. These documents are in a natural language format, meaning that domain specialists need
to read and assess these texts in order to transform the information into languages and formats that
are required for a standardised knowledge commons. This is a labour-intensive process.
The processing, or transformation, of information in text to standard formats and languages requires
a large variety of methods, technologies and skills. Moreover, the results of these efforts are
important for a diverse set of stakeholders, including academics, biomedical and clinical researchers,
small and large biotech companies, publishing houses, and government agencies. These
stakeholders each provide various degrees of push and pull to the knowledge commons system and
design, making it necessary to analyse and create consensus about optimal production and design
criteria that warrant an integrateable set of knowledge resources that constitutes a Knowledge
Commons.
Whereas the rapidly evolving omics technologies pose challenges for standardisation initiatives to
keep up with new data types and formats, the situation is further exacerbated by the discovery of
new organisational principles that are important for studying and modelling gene regulation. For
instance, evidence suggests an important role of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) in gene regulation
mechanisms. Not only microRNAs (miRNAs) were found to affect mRNA stability and translation
efficiency; also a range of other small and long ncRNAs have been found to be involved in numerous
aspects of gene regulation, ranging from chromatin structure affecting gene regulation, to
transcription initiation. Currently, ncRNAs and TFs are mostly dealt with by separate expert groups
with independent data resources. However, it seems evident that any attempt to understand the
control mechanism for specific genes will be necessarily incomplete, unless data for both kinds of
regulatory agents are captured and finally integrated.
Although many good resources exist dedicated to the description of interactions between proteins,
or of proteins to nucleic acids, the binding of a transcription factor protein, or complex, to a regulatory
region of a gene has not so much been a focus of curation efforts. As a result of this, there is little
such data in the public domain. What data is available is not captured using the accepted formats
widely adopted by this field and therefore cannot readily be merged with existing protein interaction
networks. However, the field of molecular interactions is already well-served by standard formats,
controlled vocabularies and minimum annotation guidelines (reviewed in [4]), which have been
designed to cover a wide range of molecule types and, as such, will enable the capture of
transcription factor-transcribed gene interactions with minimal additional effort. Although various
molecular interaction databases are capable of storing these curated data and exporting the resulting
structured information in standardised formats that can be downloaded and subsequently imported
into existing display and analysis software such as Cytoscape or queried via web services, today
there is still a lack in meta-data describing both the conditions under which the interaction occurs
and the result of the interaction, for example whether a protein binding to DNA results in an up or
down-regulation of the target gene. Web-service mediated access to all knowledge related to gene
regulation, including how this knowledge is valid for specific cells and conditions, needs a dedicated
focus to become a pillar for computational analysis.
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1.3.2. Progress beyond the state-of-the-art
The overarching objective of our Action is the development of a broadly enabling ICT-founded
“Knowledge Commons” for the Life Sciences and the Health and Biotechnology sector. Coordination
and communication will pave the way to an enabling Knowledge Commons structure that will fulfil
the requirements of an ‘e-Infrastructure Commons’, called for by the e-Infrastructure Reflection
Group (http://e-irg.eu), as a living ecosystem of high quality knowledge bases. As such, the Gene
Regulations Knowledge Commons will be transformative in many ways as it will constitute a
‘research infrastructure’ in its own right: a pillar for innovation in the Life Sciences.
Designing and building infrastructures for a knowledge commons is needed to rationalise the
analysis of existing big data, and even more challenging, to build bottom up knowledge-based
research infrastructures to manage and engineer knowledge in ways that enable innovative
epistemological practices founded on systems biology approaches (e.g. Synthetic Biology, Systems
Medicine). Knowledge Commons design and construction work therefore needs to be inspired by a
broad range of stakeholders, potential data and knowledge providers, and a variety of end-users.
Moreover, such structures should not only be comprehensive in terms of the number of involved
institutions and professional activities, but also require novel ways of analysing and optimising the
sharing of knowledge bases in such ways that they can seamlessly underpin analysis of data with
different types of analysis objectives, confidentiality issues, and application practices.
The Action’s efforts to successful design and develop the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons
will significanty improve the state-of-the-art in the following ways:
 Standardisation: by including both major and minor research teams and consortia involved in
knowledge management the Action will be able to adequately disseminate accepted standards
and monitor their uptake and implementation. Biological subdomain-specific needs for ontology
terms and relationships can be efficiently met.
 Quality and provenance: by underpinning all curation efforts with properly designed guidelines
and ontologies, the level of detail, experimental evidence and contextual observations
concerning biological knowledge will be standardised, leading to increased trust in the produced
resources.
 Comprehensiveness: by focusing on the integration of text mining pre-processing pipelines in
the curation process the amount of literature that can be ‘consumed’ by individual curators will
be significantly increased, and with improved text mining algorithms and knowledge type
classifiers the improved percentage of automatable curation will increase throughput.
 Knowledge sharing: by promoting the adoption of effective web-service based sharing of
knowledge from the Commons, the results of the resources that are produced by the different
curation teams will be seamlessly available for manual inspection and computational integration.
 Analysis of the KC design: by promoting the adoption of Responsible Research and Innovation
(RRI) approaches in the development of the Knowledge Commons resources their uptake and
exploitation will be further enhanced.
To accommodate for ongoing scientific progress, the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons needs
to provide for up to date knowledge management of novel domains and areas not well covered in
existing resources. The Action therefore will focus on the effective implementation of novel ontology
systems (e.g. http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/NCRO) for non-coding RNAs to guide their
functional classification and enable the comprehensive capturing of relations and interactions with
other components in a range of gene regulation subdomains.
Knowledge-based analysis and decision making can only be good if this knowledge is readily
available and of a well verifiable quality: hallmarks of the Knowledge Commons. The results of our
efforts will constitute an exemplar of what can be accomplished with dedicated efforts, and serve to
initiate similar coordination in other domains of the Life Sciences.
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1.3.3. Innovation in tackling the challenge
The Action will bring together groups who may otherwise work in relative isolation. In joint workshops
the Action will aim to forge discussion and agreement on procedures and standards for taking care
of one complete knowledge domain. Common approaches will greatly improve efforts that are
independently financed and ongoing anyway. Relative to common practice, the Action places larger
emphasis on the description of the context of specific observations (cell types, developmental state,
experiment types, other), thereby striving to develop ‘holistic’ annotations. Moreover, high emphasis
is put on documenting (with evidence) the numerous aspects of biologically relevant directional and
causal variants of relationships between gene regulation components.
The collaborative building of the Knowledge Commons starts with an analysis of general
specifications of what it takes to collectively build viable knowledge commons. Our Action aims to
utilise and optimise collaborative design of a “virtually integrated system” which is the Knowledge
Commons. Collaboration on this breadth and scale requires drive, commitment and incentives that
are not considered to be mainstream for the average life scientist. As these are important success
factors the Action will therefore include efforts to analyse the ethos behind this collective building of
Knowledge Commons structures. The assumption is that analysing the construction of the Gene
Regulation Knowledge Commons will enable the Action to map and take into account overlapping
scientific and societal issues, problems and expectations. Some of the research questions that will
be posed are: What are the bottlenecks of the innovation system and what responsibility challenges
do they pose? What solutions are feasible and what normative aspects of how they would be
restructured should be scrutinised and further articulated? These research questions involve
interdisciplinary solutions and require joint work for refining research design.

1.4.

Added value of networking

1.4.1. In relation to the Challenge
Networking is the key component that is not sufficiently established among various players in
knowledge management. Although the expertise on all technology subdomains necessary for
knowledge curation is available, communication barriers exist and need to be broken in order to
efficiently mobilise and integrate all this expertise. This COST Action is ideally suited to jointly
improve the content and cohesion of the Knowledge Commons, since significant activities are
already taking place, and the efficacy of these efforts can be improved by developing efficient
communication structures where curation bottlenecks and opportunities can be efficiently discussed
and solutions quickly established.
The inclusion of stakeholders (end-users, research policy makers, funding agencies etc. who would
not otherwise be involved in discussions about concrete work to generate the Knowledge Commons
(curation standards, quality criteria and indicators), will expose the curation community to
mechanisms of ‘user-pull’ that will complement and shape the ‘knowledge management push’ in
ways that will enhance their output with respect to design, effectiveness and market penetrance.
Many of the stakeholders will be engaged in ongoing COST Actions that will help shape and
capitalise on our Action.
1.4.2. In relation to existing efforts at European and/or international level
The Action does not just have potential synergy with some other Actions: it is broadly enabling for
ALL new technologies and approaches that hinge on the use of the Knowledge Commons. The value
of our Action can best be appreciated in the context of the growing number of large distributed panEuropean research infrastructures that are now becoming highly visible in the Biological and Medical
Sciences, which are now recognised to provide key pillars at all levels in the European research,
training and innovation triangle. There is clear expectation that existing and new infrastructures,
designed under the umbrella of the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI;
https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index_en.cfm), will facilitate interoperability and
improved use of e.g. health-related data to enable precision/personalised medicine across Europe,
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and that shared infrastructures also must take into account human resources to ensure adequate
cross-disciplinary education and communication. The ESFRI organisation is commissioned to
ensure that the Research Infrastructures keep evolving, respond to current needs and prepare for
the future e-Infrastructure Commons in complicance with recommendations by the e-Infrastructure
Reflection Group’s white paper (http://e-irg.eu). The Action will seek alignment of its efforts with
ELIXIR, to assure that the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons results will be fully compatible
with the coordinated bioinformatics infrastructure that this ESFRI Infrastructure aims to provide. In
addition communication will be set up with other targeted ESFRI member organisations in the Health
and Food area as the Action will seek to align its activities closely with existing roadmap and research
infrastructure initiatives.

2.

IMPACT

2.1.

Expected Impact

2.1.1. Short-term and long-term scientific, technological, and/or socioeconomic impacts
The impact of the Action’s coordination activities will be manifold, not only within the domain where
its main partners are active (taking care of knowledge), but, and maybe even more importantly,
throughout the domain of Life Sciences, where knowledge-based modelling and analysis of
experimental data increasingly becomes transformative for knowledge gathering and epistemic
practices.
The Action will enable a greatly facilitated communication among key players in the currently
fragmented field of gene regulation, and impact efforts in data curation and knowledge base
maintenance. This will further the development of key controlled vocabularies necessary to describe
gene regulation events. The Action will help coordinate and rationalise existing curation efforts,
leading to improved coverage of gene regulation knowledge in a variety of important biological model
organisms. Overall this will yield a more adequate and efficient access to high quality (documentated
with evidence), high coverage, interconnected publicly available knowledge bases. By establishing
an efficient, proactive communication structure, the current database ecosystem will evolve into one
openly accessible virtually integrated, homogeneous set of gene regulation knowledge resources
with a comprehensive coverage of all aspects of gene regulation. This will provide a robust
foundation for network and model-based analysis of biological data, for instance for studies aiming
to improve diagnosis and treatment of cancer and other disease oriented applications, and more
generally for the entire domain of fundamental biology and application/biotechnology related
developments.
Open access to such gene regulation information will also allow the development of advanced causal
inference and computational reasoning approaches so as to assist interpretion of the information
derived from omics data. These approaches are essential to enable (semi-)automated generation of
testable hypotheses from high throughput data experiments, and to provide the foundation for future
biological and biomedical discovery.
Big Data is the upcoming new paradigm for biological analysis, but Big Data analysis needs more
than the assessment of correlations, associations, or patterns to be informative for gauging a
person’s health. This Action will allow Big Data analysis to draw power from assessment against
networks, pathways and biological system models, thereby further aiding the development of
personalised medicine: an integrated, comprehensive and homogeneous knowledge framework will
provide an engine for omics-based biomedical and biotechnology research, and will boost its output
with respect to identification of biomarkers informative of disease state and treatment response, new
medical treatment, etc.
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2.2.

Measures to Maximise Impact

2.2.1. Plan for involving the most relevant stakeholders
Many of the scientific stakeholders (data producers, ontology developers, database hosts and
computational biology experts) have already subscribed to the Action. In addition, the following
stakeholders will be approached and invited to join the Action during its first three years:
1. National and European funding agencies
2. Research policy makers, regulatory and standardisation bodies, both National and European
3. Representatives of SMEs in biotechnology, ICT and knowledge management, and
knowledge-based data analysis
4. Researchers in clinical environments and Pharma (EFPIA)
5. Publishing houses e.g. Nature Publishing, Elsevier, BioMed Central/Springer, HighWire
Press
6. Partners of ongoing COST Actions, IMI projects, other, that need the Knowledge Commons
These stakeholders will be approached by the different partners (national level) and the programme
board (European, SMEs and Pharma). Representative stakeholders will be invited to take part in
meetings and workshops, and become leaders for dissemination and coordination at their respective
domains. In addition, the joint deliverables of the Action (Workshop reports, white papers, protocols
and guidelines, training and dissemination) will be all geared towards reaching the stakeholder
community and warrant uptake of the Action’s progress.
2.2.2. Dissemination and/or Exploitation Plan
The plans, activities and results of the Action will be disseminated through a range of efforts. First
off, the dissemination of the various assets emerging from the Action will be a core element of the
various deliverables. All deliverables (except yearly Administration and Progress Reports) will be
published on the public website of the Action, and their content will be used in white papers (wiki
style), communications and scientific publications in order to reach the widest possible audience.
The Action will furthermore advertise its workshops, symposia and training sessions for the scientific
community, to discuss, solicit peer-review and user-feedback, and advocate the uptake of common
guidelines and protocols in the identification, annotation and storing of knowledge, which makes
these events relevant for essentially any Life Science domain.
The overall objective is the delivery of the Knowledge Commons for the domain of Gene Regulation
knowledge. This will be a freely available resource, supplied by dedicated institutes and individual
labs, and conceived and designed to be sustainable after the Action’s lifetime. The increasing need
of life science research for access to readily integratable knowledge will guarantee the exploitation
of the overall results. If the result of the Action gives rise to intellectual property rights, the
Management Committee (MC) shall take the necessary steps to protect these rights, in accordance
with relevant rules, regulations and guidelines.

2.3.

Potential for Innovation versus Risk Level

2.3.1. Potential for scientific, technological and/or socioeconomic innovation breakthroughs
The Action aims to deliver the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons (e.g. the interoperable
cohort/ecosystem of gene regulation resources), which will be free and efficiently accessible both by
individual researchers and by computers (web services). With this, the product of the Action is an
enabling resource that will be at the core of any future innovation in the biomedical and biotechnology
domain including the activities supported by the pan-European infrastructures of ESFRI in the areas
of Health and Food. The Knowledge Commons resource itself will provide a pillar for subsequent
research that depends on pathway and model based analysis in life science research. As such, a
well constructed Knowledge Commons will be transformative for the scientific epistemic processes,
and the integration and adoption of Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) approaches in the
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building of the Knowledge Commons will further boost the fundamental impact that this work will
have on the knowledge discovery process.
Technical bottlenecks to enable this process are already well understood (e.g. related to
standardisation of content and data representation and exchange formats, see chapter 1.3.1), and
organisational and financial bottlenecks will be identified in the course of the Action. The remaining
bottleneck is one of scale: the sheer volume of information that is being produced and needs to be
captured in the various collaborating resources. Various strategies will be pursued and deployed,
including the use of automated text mining to identify high quality information that can be
incorporated in the Knowledge Commons with only limited human involvement. Alternatively, if
curation were performed not ‘after the fact’ but during publishing (i.e. by the authors who are experts
in their domain, and can best interpret their results), this would constitute a major breakthrough in
knowledge management. The possibilities for this, and of extending such ‘at the source’
requirements for supplementary data files to streamline the conversion of study results to database
formats, will be discussed with stakeholders from various publishing houses.

3.

IMPLEMENTATION

3.1.

Description of the Work Plan

3.1.1. Description of Working Groups
The Action’s Ensemble consortium will be organised in the following working groups:
WG1: Development of ontologies and controlled vocabularies
WG2: Development of curation guidelines and standards for five subdomains:
a) Gene Regulators at the protein level (e.g. transcription factors (TF))
b) Gene Regulators at the RNA level (e.g. ncRNAs)
c) The nucleotide sequence recognition level (TF binding sites)
d) The genome level (e.g. methylation status, histone modifications, etc.)
e) The interaction level (e.g. TF complexes with DNA)
WG3: Text mining for the automated finding of gene regulation information
WG4: Databasing: storing and sharing of annotations
These Working Groups will address a state-of-the-art analysis of the fragmentation of the field, in
order to delineate problems and identify solutions:
- Design and development of integrative approaches in order to remedy problems in particular
subdomains of knowledge curation.
- Identify appropriate publicly available and highly sustainable knowledge bases relevant for
the area of Gene Regulation
- Explore the use of improved automated biomedical text mining tools for the extraction of
relevant information from literature
- Organise workshops / training schools / short visits and STSMs to bring together major
stakeholders in order to develop and disseminate common guidelines and protocols for
storing and using gene regulation information in the broadest sense.
Working group 1: Ontologies and controlled vocabularies
Objective: Analyse existing ontologies for gaps and provide solutions to support annotation of all
gene regulatory factors and relationships between them, for use in WG2 discussions.
This working group is responsible for the recommendation and integration of biomedical ontologies
and other data standards into the curation workflow. Its members will comprise experts in ontology
design and engineering.
The annotation of transcription factors and regulatory RNAs, the genes that are under their regulation
and the molecular mechanisms governing this regulation (including protein-DNA interaction, proteinprotein interaction, protein/DNA modifications, RNA-mediated events, etc.) needs to be founded on
well-defined standards and ontologies. Many of the necessary terms for this are already available in
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the current GO [6], SO [7] and PSI-MI [8] vocabularies, but additional terms and possibly new
relationships need to be developed. In particular, WG1 will discuss new formalisms to capture higher
complexity level information concerning the parts and the relationships that define transcription
regulation events. The group will discuss the state of BioPAX with respect to the covering of gene
regulation events. The different ontologies covering ‘Cells’ (Brenda Tissue Ontology (BTO), the Cell
Ontology (CL), the Cell Line Ontology (CLO), Cell Culture Ontology (CCONT), Experimental Factor
Ontology (EFO), the cross-species anatomy ontology UBERON, other) may need to be integrated
to cover new cell types used to acquire experimental evidence supporting functional claims on TF
activities, target gene activation, target gene mutations and epigenetic modifications etc. Speciesspecific requirements concerning ontologies and terms will also need to be considered. The work of
the group will provide a framework for the integration of high- and low throughput data from the
various sources identified below (Working Group 2 domains).
Tasks & activities: (1) assess with WG2 parties the gaps and solutions for the Action’s knowledge
curation framework to formally tag, track, integrate and aggregate information about Gene
Regulators (proteins (transcription factors) and regulatory RNAs) as well as their interaction with the
genome and with other Regulators; (2) work closely with other expert communities that are
responsible for the biomedical ontologies that are used in curation systems, ensuring a broad
compatibility and acceptance of new ontologies, terms and relationships.
Milestones: Gap analysis ontologies (M6, M18, M30, M42), essential for Q3 WG workshops
Deliverable: Document with recommendations for WG2 participants (M6, M18, M30, M42)
Working group 2: Development of curation guidelines and standards
Overarching objectives: Signal curation hurdles to WG1 and WG3; Create inventory of, and analyse
existing curation protocols; assess how ontology improvements and text mining can be integrated in
curation processes.
This working group is organised according to five areas (a - e), which are all important for the
adequate description of gene regulatory ‘actors’ and their relationships. The domain of Gene
Regulation involves a wide diversity of structural components (proteins, noncoding RNAs (including
miRNAs), genes) and most importantly the interplay between them. These various components and
their descriptions are stored in many different databases, with varying coverage and different
degrees of detail in annotations and other descriptive metadata. For each respective area of
structural components and relevant interactions involved in gene regulation, overviews of the status
need to be made, inventories of resources and possibilities to integrate/link them should be
developed, with an emphasis on adopting common guidelines for provenance and detail considering
the experimental support underpinning the descriptions. This work requires a close collaboration
especially with the WG1 members.
Area a: Gene regulators - The protein level
Objective: Make recommendations for curation approaches in various subdomains of regulator
proteins and their functions.
Curation guidelines need to be established for the annotation of Gene Regulation protein
components in central database resources. The scope needs to be both pragmatic (in order to
remain feasible) and sufficiently detailed for long-term utility. Most if not all transcription factors
operate together in protein complexes to exert regulatory action on RNA polymerase. Tasks &
activities: (1) curation guidelines for annotation of DNA binding TFs and other protein components
(protein binding TFs, chromatin modifiers, chromatin remodelers, mediator complex, general TFs,
other) using appropriate terms to be developed by WG1, (2) devise strategies to assemble
comprehensive lists of gene regulator protein candidates, (3) develop approaches to identify
scientific publications with adequate experimental evidence on which appropriate annotations can
be based, (4) work out species-specific configurations, (5) establish functional links with WG3 (text
mining), (6) plan the integration and consolidation of standards for classification of transcription
factor protein families, motifs and functional domains.
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Milestone: Gap analysis ontologies (M6, 18, 30, 42), essential for Q3 workshop sections WG2a
Deliverable: Document chapter with recommendations for WG2a participants (M6, 18, 30, 42)
Deliverable: Document chapter with results from WG2a participants (M9, 21, 33, 45)
Area b: Gene regulators - The RNA level (miRNA and other non-coding RNA)
Objective: Make recommendations for curation approaches for various regulatory ncRNA species
and their functions.
Although the importance of non-coding RNAs in cellular regulation is increasingly becoming
apparent, comprehensive ontology system for non-coding RNAs are just becoming available. The
Action wll connect users and producers of these new resources to achive quick dissemination,
uptake and further maturation.
Tasks & activities: assess the status and define appropriate new ontology terms and evidence to
capture ncRNAs’ (1) length, structural features, subcellular localisation, and genomic location with
respect to other coding or non-coding genes, as well as (2) functional role in various subdomains
and processes of gene regulation, including (3) functional/regulatory interactions with other
components involved in gene regulation, such as transcription factors and chromatin. This ncRNA
ontology system will be further discussed in close coordination with the ontology design for the
protein level (a), the nucleotide sequence recognition level (c), the genome level (d), and the
interaction level (e).
Milestone: Gap analysis ontologies (M6, 18, 30, 42), essential for Q3 workshop sections WG2b
Deliverable: Document chapter with recommendations for WG2b participants (M6, 18, 30, 42)
Deliverable: Document chapter with results from WG2b participants (M9, 21, 33, 45)
Area c : The nucleotide sequence recognition level.
Objective: Provide guidelines, standards and protocols that will allow proper description, annotation,
curation, integration and exchange, archiving, utilisation and dissemination of information of
importance for applying DNA sequence profiles that represent transcription factor (TF) preferences
in binding to DNA.
Tasks & activities: (1) provide a comprehensive list of existing resources, (2) suggest integration
standards including relevant terminology, vocabulary and ontology, (3) define minimum information
required for resource and tool providers that allow users to apply the tools and resources in a uniform
manner, (4) suggest standards that allow for the assessment of accuracy of models describing the
DNA binding profiles; including standards for evaluation datasets, as needed for curation, (5) devise
strategies to improve linkage of obtained transcription factor binding matrices (models) to actual TF
binding sites, (6) develop strategies to enhance the predictive accuracy of DNA binding profile
models by utilising epigenetic and chromatin remodelling markers and context information, and
suggest procedures for utilisation of these in standardisation and curation strategies, (7) develop
ontologies/controlled vocabularies to capture and structure information about experimental evidence
of the TF binding sequence (TFBS) sequence accuracy, as well as of the DNA binding profile model
accuracy.
Milestone: Gap analysis ontologies, minimum information standards, quality criteria and
benchmarking of motif finding algorithms (M6, 18, 30, 42), essential for Q3 workshop sections WG2c
Deliverable: Document chapter with recommendations for WG2c participants (M6, 18, 30, 42)
Deliverable: Document chapter with results from WG2c participants (M9, 21, 33, 45)
Area d: The genome level
Objective: Provide guidelines, standards and protocols that will allow proper description, annotation,
curation, integration and sharing of information of importance concerning DNA sequence motifs,
nucleotide and histone modifications, protein occupancy and chromatin accessibility that impinge on
gene expression regulation.
The genome level includes: coordinates for transcription start sites, transcription factor binding sites,
structural aspects of full length cDNAs, DNA modification sites and status, protein occupancy of
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specific genomic sites (e.g. ChIPseq data), etc. Many initiatives are ongoing concerning the
identification of this type of data, which is increasingly becoming available in the form of 'genome
sweeps', and the Action will establish links with dedicated teams working on data production (e.g.
by ENCODE [4]).
Tasks & activities: (1) assemble an inventory of the work and resources in this domain, the status of
cross-compatibility of these resources and what the Action can add to this dedicated work, (2) assess
how efficient and adequate links can be forged with other major players in this area, (3) develop
ontologies and controlled vocabularies, as well as specific protocols and guidelines for aspects of
knowledge intrinsic to our initiative and not easily retrievable from database of these external parties;
in particular to cover aspects related to nucleotide modifications or protein modifications (e.g.
acetylation, methylation, other) linked to the isolation of particular chromatin fractions.
Milestone: Gap analysis ontologies and datasharing protocols (M6, 18, 30, 42), essential for Q3
workshop sections WG2d
Deliverable: Document chapter with recommendations for WG2d participants (M6, 18, 30, 42)
Deliverable: Document chapter with results from WG2d participants (M9, 21, 33, 45)
Area e: The interaction level
Objective: Make recommendations for curation standards pertaining to the interactions between
gene expression regulators in complexes.
The binding of a transcription factor protein, or complex, to a regulatory region of a gene has not
previously been a focus of the many interaction databases that exist globally and which have largely
been designed to capture only protein-protein interactions. Although the field of molecular
interactions is already well-served by standard formats, controlled vocabularies and minimum
annotation guidelines (reviewed in [5]), which have been designed to cover a wide range of molecule
types and, as such, ahould enable the capture of transcription factor-transcribed gene interactions
with minimal additional effort, gaps may still exist.
Tasks & activities: (1) Perform a gap analysis of ontologies and controlled vocabularies and make
recommendations to remedy needs for capturing information about interaction between of two or
more gene regulation components (protein factors, ncRNAs and genomic DNA) describing both the
conditions under which the interaction occurs and the result of the interaction, for example whether
the binding of a protein to a gene results in an up or down-regulation of the gene, (2) recommend
guidelines for data capture and annotation depth sufficient to enable causal reasoning algorithms to
infer molecular hypotheses as to the pathways and processes involved in observed changes in gene
expression.
Milestone: Gap analysis ontologies (M6, 18, 30, 42), essential for Q3 workshop sections WG2e
Deliverable: Document chapter with recommendations for WG2e participants (M6, 18, 30, 42)
Deliverable: Document chapter with results from WG2e participants (M9, 21, 33, 45)
Working group 3: Text mining
Objective: List, assess and recommend text mining tools that can support manual curation of gene
regulation knowledge by integrating advanced text mining technology into a user-friendly curation
environment.
Tasks & activities: Provide software to efficiently detect and extract gene regulation information from
text and consistently annotate this by (1) developing tools that can identify the occurrence in
scientific texts of the concepts defined by the controlled vocabularies and ontologies developed by
WG1 and WG2; ideally the tools should identify the concepts regardless of whether they occur
explicitly or implicitly in the text, for example the (direct or indirect) description of experimental
protocols used to detect (part of) the event; (2) developing tools that can use guidelines developed
by WG2a,b,e, to determine which of these concepts should be curated and under what
circumstances. This will include detection and linking of transcription regulators and the regulated
gene (2a, 2b), binding sites/profiles (2c), genomic locations and states (2d), interactions (2e) and all
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associated meta-data, particularly the relevant host organisms, tissue and cell types, experimental
evidence through ontology terms, and functional annotations in the form of GO terms. Therefore, the
vocabularies and ontologies defined by WG1 and refined by the guidelines created through WG2
must be (i) expanded by WG3 with frequently used synonyms and (ii) manually annotated text data
has to be analysed to train automated systems that can detect concepts that are not synonyms of a
given term, but inherent to the description. Finally, the Action will seek alliance with Biocuration
consortia e.g. [9], and help organise, as part of Action’s workshops: Community challenge
evaluations
of
Gene
Regulation
text
mining
tools
(e.g.
a
BioCreative,
http://www.biocreative.org/news/year/2015/) and other events like Datathons, Jamborees and
Hackathons.
Milestone: Feasibility of text mining in Curation workflow (M12, 24, 36) for WG2a,b,e
Deliverable: Report listing procedures for text mining in curation workflows (M12, 24, 36)
Deliverable: Report listing results of text mining in curation workflows (M15, 27, 39)
Working group 4: Databasing: storing and sharing of annotations
Objective: provide recommendations for storing and sharing of the Knowledge Commons content.
This WG will analyse and recommend best practices for the storage and sharing (through
webservices) of the annotation details, including all of the individual component annotations and the
interactions involved in gene regulation (interacting entities: protein-DNA, protein-protein, noncoding RNA-related (including miRNA); interaction types identified by WG2e: association, direct
binding, activating, inhibiting etc). A Gap analysis will be performed concerning data exchange
languages and protocols, and recommendations will be made on how to ensure that new aspects
particular to the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons will be supported.
Tasks & activities: (1) compile a comprehensive list of gene regulation components (protein factors,
ncRNAs and genomic DNA) and their interactions, (2) carry out a first test of database integration
using at least 4 partner databases. For this purpose, volunteers will be sought to convert their data
to recommended data standards and consensus webservices will be implemented, (3) establish
procedures for fully interoperable linkage of the various resources within the Gene Regulation
Knowledge Commons.
Milestone: Gap analysis data standards and exchange (M3, 15, 27, 39), essential for WG2
Deliverable 1: Document with recommendations for WG2 participants (M3, 15, 27, 39)
Deliverable 2: Document with results from WG2 participants (M6, 18, 30, 42)
In addition to these WG-specific tasks, all WGs are active in recurrent and more general tasks:
1. Dissemination of S&T results, contribute to website, White papers and (social) media.
2. Contribute to the milestone Workshops that set the stage for the WG2 topical workshops.
3. Contribute to Workshops and Training Schools and identify relevant European and
4. international scientists for invitation to these events.
5. Identify Early Career Investigators that would benefit from Short-Term Scientific Missions.
6. Contribute to Action Conference that will conclude the Action at its end.
7. Contribute to interdisciplinary workshops and projects with end-users to further help shape the
content and structure of the Knowledge Commons.
8. Contribute to the scientific & administrative coordination through progress reports.
These general tasks will result in the following deliverables:
 Deliverable: Kick-off Meeting & Management Structure, organisation, strategy and vision (M1)
 Deliverable: Website and Social Media (M3)
 Deliverables and Milestones: Workshop reports (see GANTT, 1 Month after each Workshop)
 Deliverables: Report in Training Schools (see GANTT, 1 Month after each Training School)
 Deliverables: Short-Term Scientific Missions, reports
 Deliverable: Dissemination
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Deliverable: Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons White Papers (yearly, Q4).
Deliverable: Final Report.

In accordance with the open-science strategy of the Action, the deliverables except parts of the
Progress Reports will be provided on an open-science/open-access basis.
3.1.2. GANTT Diagram
Topical workshops (blue) will be organised (key participants from all WGs) to prepare (through
milestone deliverables) the plenary ‘curation-domain’ workshops (green). The focus will alternate
between data standardisation (yearly Q3) and curation pipelines (Q1). Kick-off meeting (M) and final
conference (C) are indicated, as well as yearly training schools (T) and the STSMs (red).
Meetings (M), Workshops (W),
Q1
Conference (C), Training (T)
Kick-off (M), Dissem. (orange) M
WG1: ontologies
WG2a: Protein level
WG2b: RNA level
WG2b: Motif level
WG2b: Genome level
WG2b: Interactions
WG3: text mining
WG4: data sharing
Training School (T), STSM (red)

Q2

Year 1
Q3

Q4

Q1

T

Q2

Year 2
Q3

Q4

T

Q1

Q2

Year 3
Q3

Q4

T

Q1

Q2

Year 4
Q3

Q4

T

C

3.1.3. PERT Chart
Figure 1: PERT chart.
The PERT chart illustrates how the different
WGs work together. The WGs 1, 3 and 4 are
responsible to identify gaps and list possible
solutions together with representatives of the
WG2s. This will produce yearly deliverables
that are are taken as milestones (blue) to
prime plenary Workshops with participants
from all WGs to develop innovative
approaches for building the Knowledge
Commons, and consolidate standards and
formats for KC archiving and sharing (green).
The results will be used for Dissemination
and Training (orange).
3.1.4. Risk and Contingency Plans
Description of Risk
Data sharing issues: databases without
webservice access are not effective parts
of the Gene Regulation Knowledge
Commons.
Insufficient orthogonality of ontologies
Loss of funding for key resources
(essential parts of the Knowledge
Commons)
Insufficient commitment of stakeholders

Proposed Risk Mitigation Measures
Encourage closer collaboration between existing
databases, and ensure that new resources are
aware of format requirements when building data
models
Work together with the OBO consortium to resolve
Use the Action to convery to Funders-Stakeholders
the importance of long-term funding for core KC
resources
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-

Funding agencies

-

Publishers

-

Knowledge base builders

Lack of unforeseen S&T expertise, due to
unforeseen circumstances
Lack of sufficient user-pull

3.2.

Disseminate success stories of KC-enabled
research
Convince that the Knowledge Commons effectively
constitutes advertisements for source articles
Offer tailored help on implementing standards and
partially automated curation pipelines for increased
efficiency
Identify new Member with relevant expertice and
invite them to Action
Recruitment of computational biology group
members

Management structures and procedures

Members of the Management Committee (MC) of the GREEKC Action are nominated by the COST
Member Countries (COST National Coordinators) and can join the Action during the first three years.
The MC defines and when necessary adapts the Action’s strategy, mitigates the risks and is
responsible for dissemination The MC is responsible for the financial management in accordance
with the deliverables and scientific and technological objectives of the Action. The MC will delegate
the day-to-day implementation, coordination and monitoring of the Action’s activities to a Steering
Committee comprising the Action’s Chair, Vice Chair, WG Leaders, Workshop Officer, Training
School Officer, Short-Term Scientific Mission (STSM) Officer, and Dissemination Officer. The MC is
responsible for deliverables and formal reports (Progress Reports and Final Report) and formal
reviews of the Action’s performance together with COST Officers and External Evaluators.
The WG Leaders and co-leaders of the Action’s 4 WGs are responsible for managing the S&T
activities needed to achieve the WG’s objectives and deliverables, and report to the MC. The
Workshop and Training School Officers will coordinate the planning of Workshops and Training
Schools, respectively. The STSM Officer will coordinate the selection of Early Career Researchers
to benefit from STSMs, and will prioritise candidates from COST inclusiveness target countries. The
Dissemination Officer oversees the dissemination activities, with a particular focus on website and
(social) media and with overall responsibility to engage all partners in dissemination activities. In
addition, she/he will have the end-responsibility for the release of White Papers and (together with
the Workshop Officer) for the final Conference closing the Action. The MC will make sure that the
overall S&T objectives and principles, gender and age balance, ethical, legal and financial aspects,
and COST Policies are fully respected and implemented.

3.3.

Network as a whole

The problem tackled by this Action is a global one, although many of the main players are located in
Europe. The current core Network comprises 10 COST countries, represented by 15 Institutes or
European bodies. While respecting the funding principles of COST, the overall aims of the Action
will obtain considerable added value by including members from International Partner Countries
(IPC). Their concrete participation and specific contributions to solving the problems concerning the
concerted building of the Gene Regulation Knowledge Commons will be discussed by the MC during
the Kick-off meeting. Representatives from the IPCs: Japan, Canada, USA, Saudi Arabia, Mexico,
Brazil, have already undersigned the initiative. In addition, the Network covers 2 institutions from a
Near-Neighbour Country (Russia) and one institute from a COST Inclusiveness Target Country
(Portugal).
As the Action has the dominant players necessary for structuring the field of Gene Regulation
Knowledge Commons on board there will be ample critical mass concerning theory, technology and
implementation. The Action will further strengthen the network through the help of partners who are
engaged in social sciences and STS activities, augmenting the Action to identify additional
stakeholders including KC users in various domains in productive ways, so as to develop and
implement RRI approaches in the design of the Knowledge Commons.
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